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It's The Single Richest Trend In The $3.2
Trillion Global Food Industry!

 

declares, "An antidote to aging may be as
close as a nearby farm or the supermarket
shelves: blueberries."

Fox News says, "Eating Blueberries May Ward Off Heart
Disease, Diabetes"

Dear MicroCap Investor,

It's the treasure of the global food sector...

A virtual secret society that seemingly has kept its doors closed to all investors.

But, today, I am going to show you how to storm the walls of this secret fortress of riches with the help
of a brand new company I've just discovered.

It's Patriot Berry Farms (PBFI)... a new-to-the-

stock-market blueberry farmer with shares that
trade for around 60 cents.
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And, please make no mistake about it - globally,
demand for blueberries is in overdrive - because
of that, the blueberry market is so robust that

PBFI's shares could begin soaring this year.

 

This mega trend is driven by
two significant factors

1) Science and medicine agree that blueberries
contain special properties that delay the effects
of aging - or as a NewsMax headline declared,
"Blueberries Beat Brain Aging."

2) Publicly traded companies that cater to
virtuous, healthy lifestyles - runners, bicyclists, vegans, organic juicers - are rewarding their
shareholders with significant profits.

Here Are Key Points PBFI's Potential Shareholders 
Must Focus On Now

Blueberry profits are 32 times better than corn farming in Iowa.

The global market hit 500,000 tons (1 billion pounds) last year, and the world is still
demanding more.

Rabobank predicts a 500% increase in global blueberry demand by 2018.

Researchers now think a blueberry concentrate can reduce the ravages of aging and
increase brainpower.

One acre of blueberry nets about $10,000 in profit!

PBFI says it plans to expand into raspberries farming.

Raspberries return about 367 times more per acre than wheat... with an acre of
raspberries yielding about $38,000 in profit!

Patriot Berry Farm is an American company cultivating U.S. farmland.
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DON'T BE CAUGHT ON THE SIDELINES!
You could be about to miss the Next Big Thing

By now, you know only the most stubborn investor denies that Americans' desire for healthier food is
not some passing fancy... or a retro, hippie fad.

Proof of this is the stunning list of the stock market's healthy lifestyle winners.

Smart people who saw this trend early drove
Whole Foods Markets from $4.75 in
December 2008 to more than $65 in
November 2013 - today Whole Foods trades
at 41 times earnings

McDonalds went healthy in 2010 with
smoothies and other healthful fare. Its stock
is up nearly 40%, pushing past $102 in early
2013.

Shares in Chipotle Mexican Grill, which
features healthy and organic food, have
ballooned 1,121% since its $42 IPO seven
years ago.

Tofutti Brands today trades at 169 times
earning... it rose from 96 cents in March 2009
to $4.10 in 2010 and trades above $3.20 today.

One of 2012's best IPO's was organic food
maker Annie's Inc. Investors embracing the
global health food craze saw Annie's shares
soar 89% their first day on the NYSE, creating
a market value of $600 million. Today, Annie's
trades at 36 times earnings.
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PBFI Acquires 
Morningstar Farm

Just before Thanksgiving 2013, Patriot
Berry Farms acquired the Morningstar
Blueberry Farm, which is located about
100 miles northwest of Orlando, FL.

According to management, Patriot Berry
Farms acquired the Morningstar Blueberry
Farm. The farm should harvest about 15
tons of blueberries during the coming
picking season, slated to begin in April
2014. Prices are forecast to be $10,000 a
ton. That's right on track for a $15,000-
per-acre yield.

Multiply that by the 2,000 acres PBFI is
looking to acquire and the secret of
blueberry farming is suddenly revealed.

Across the globe, people have replaced the bad
stuff they put in their bodies with healthy
choices... some of those choices should help
them live better and longer lives.

Because of that, blueberry sales rose more
than 1,000% in the past decade and are
forecast to jump as much as 500% in the
next four years.

Patriot Berry Farms, a U.S. company, is the only
pure way to move into this all-American trend,
because it's the only blueberry farmer listed on
the stock markets.

There's nothing else like it among publicly
traded companies.

 

That's because berry farming is usually so private it has remained off limits even to mega-
corporations like Nestle or ConAgra. In fact, certain New England blueberry farms have even been in
the same family since before the American Revolution.

Big money is the reason why.

Because there's an easy half a million a year
potential on a 50-acre blueberry farm, typical
established berry farmers make more money
than most plastic surgeons.

This is the reason Patriot Berry Farms is on
a mission to acquire at least 2,000 acres of
producing berry farms.
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Hello, I am Andy Carpenter editor 
of the Wall Street Revelator
newsletter.

I am a Harvard
educated former
journalist and
business writer for
such notable
newspapers as The
Boston Globe and
The Washington
Times.

To date, I am still the only American
journalist to write for the Mandarin
language Shanghai Security News, a
daily paper that many consider China's
Wall Street Journal.

My exploits have been chronicled in The
Wall Street Journal, USA Today, The

Business Journals and Investor's Daily
Edge.

The notoriety came my way because my
newsletters are utterly obsessed with
tracking the major breakthroughs of the
rapidly changing time in which we live.

This single mindset - our dedication
to uncovering the next super trend
- is what led us to Starbucks
(+761%), VMware (459%), Seagate
(101%), EBay (190%), Darling Intl.
(161%) Under Armour (147%) and
Trina Solar (181%).

 

Blueberries are already the Next
Big Thing. Even McDonald's has
blueberries on its menu... the

The Babe Ruth Of Berries Runs
PBFI's Farms...

Now, I might argue that technology companies
can get by with average management... but

farming is another matter all
together.

Expertise rules in farming...

Because of that, PBFI is not

skimping on the talent. It hired
renowned blueberry authority,
Anthony DiMeo III, as its Director
of Farming.

DiMeo is a fourth-generation
blueberry farmer from the "blueberry capital of the
world," Hammonton, New Jersey.

He knows all about planting, harvesting, good
cultivation of hundreds of acres of blueberries to
market product for the highest prices. 

DiMeo now manages the DiMeo family's blueberry
plant nursery, which sells plants direct to
commercial growers all over the world. The DiMeo
Nursery has been in business since 1895.

The DiMeo family also owns and operates several
of the largest blueberry farms in the United States
that together total over 1,000 acres in New Jersey.
They're mega-successful and wealthy.

Now imagine Anthony DiMeo heading up

PBFI's operations with the goal to gear up as

rapidly as possible to a 2,000-acre
enterprise... twice that size of DiMeo's family
blueberry holdings!

PBFI is Your Pure Play Route
to Licking Up the Cream on the
Lucrative Fresh Berry Market
Because Patriot Means 100%
Yankee Doodle, A-OK Grown-
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blueberries on its menu... the
blueberry trend is that massive.

 

Yankee Doodle, A-OK Grown-
in-America Goodness

 

If
you
are
like

most Americans... home grown means a lot to you.

Especially these days when salmonella arrives in salad mixes from Mexico, horsemeat in burgers from
Europe, aflatoxins in milk, the poison melamine in Chinese flour... it's scary.

This is what sets "From soil to sale," Patriot Berry Farms apart. It is setting up to become the rare
major branded berry to stand by 100% American-grown fruit.

Moreover, mature farms creating jobs for Americans is the name of the game for PBFI!

That's why Patriot Berry is looking to acquire farms that have already proved successful... Farms with
established plantings ready to deliver valuable crop in the coming market year.

So, PBFI's goal of acquiring 2,000 acres could be coming together quickly... ready to

deliver blueberries right away.

It means PBFI is that extreme rarity in a micro-cap stock... one with a stock that looks as if it could

be set to soar!

PBFI Stands Alone

Ultimately, when you consider Patriot Berry Farms

(PBFI), focus on the fact that blueberry farming is a

whole different universe... an investment like few others.

Blueberry profits are 32 times better than corn
farming in Iowa.

Raspberries return about 367 times more per acre
than wheat.

And PBFI is that much better than any other microcap

breakout company you're likely to find.

It is pioneering a new "public" model in the closely
held blueberry business.
PBFI's shares still trade around 60 cents. How
much longer can they maintain that level is the
only question now.

PBFI's strategy is simple and strong... and the

company has already started amassing its berry-
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company has already started amassing its berry-
farm portfolio
Because of its unique place on the stock market,

PBFI could rapidly become a microcap with shares that could soar when the rest of the world

finds out.

 

Peak to Peak Prices Will Maximize PBFI's Profits

Berry farms in New Jersey are hugely profitable. Ditto Michigan, California, Georgia... And Florida

berries fetch two to three times as much per pound... PBFI plans to acquire a 2,000-acre portfolio of

farmland that yield berries nearly year round.

Accelerating Growth in Demand
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Accelerating Growth in Demand

Americans now gobble 853 million pounds of blueberries a year. We're not alone, in this craze,
though. Rabobank predicts a 500% increase in global blueberry demand by 2018.

A Huge Blue Sky Overhead

Fast-growing demand in the past only interests investors if
they think it will keep up. For blueberries, raspberries and
strawberries, the future looks red, white-hot, and blue.

Demand and acceptance for fresh berries is so strong,
that even McDonald's is now offering fresh, ready-to-
eat blueberries on its morning menu.

More Ways to Sell More Berries Every Year

This year nearly 4,000 new blueberry products hit the market. Even though blueberry production hit a
global record 1 billion pounds last year, demand keeps outrunning supply.

Patriot Berry Farms PBFI is innovating into the world of ready to drink Blueberry Crystals and

powders with developing a healthier alternative for yourself and children than products like Crytal
Light within the Multi Billion Dollar industry of Fruit Drinks.
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Invest Only In America

Most people will likely pay more for a fruit that they think is good for them... especially if it's "from-soil-
to-sale" grown and harvested in America by Americans.

Science Is Firmly on Your Side in This

It almost seems like newspapers and scientists are trying to help sell blueberries. Every day it seems
if there is yet another headlines prominently declaring the benefits of blueberries.

Exclusivity

Try and find another blueberry farmer on the
stock market. This is a significant advantage

as PBFI looks to continue its plan to quickly

accumulate up to 2,000 acres.

Patriot Berry Farms is currently in a stage of
aggressive initial asset growth through
acquisition. To reach the goal of being a
major operator within the US berry market,
the Company plans to gather 1,000 to 2,000
acres of mature blueberry plantings under a single operational team. To expedite this process, the
Company is currently identifying a farm development company capable of managing:

The development of initial systems:

The ongoing production of the established blueberry plants and delivery to market:

And the expansion of total acres cultivated and overall production going forward.

It Started Out In A Secret Sector

Blueberries have been a farmers-only profit-generating juggernaut - now it could be your turn if you

can grab PBFI shares at these ground-floor prices now!

http://www.otcmarkets.com/edgar/GetFilingHtml?FilingID=9616828
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Bottom line...
blueberries are not just a super food they
could now be a super investment.

Especially, now, because people scour the Internet for healthy
blueberry recipes... they find them from celebrity health
advocates such as Gwyneth Paltrow... so, demand for
blueberries could grow even faster than the forecast of 500%
in the next four years.

This could put you in a perfect place, should you move on

Patriot Berry Farms (PBFI) now. And, there no compelling

reason why you should not immediately test the waters and buy

PBFI at the market today!

 

To Your Success,

Andrew Carpenter
Editor, Wall Street Revelator

 

As editor of the Wall Street Revelator, Andrew Carpenter brings more
than two decades of successful global investing and research to the job
each day. A former journalist and business writer for such notable
newspapers as The Boston Globe and The Washington Times, Andy was
a 1996 Pulitzer prize nominee and a winner of the Associated Press Mark
Twain Award in 1996 healthcare coverage, as well as the Landmark Award
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in 1996 for business writing.

Harvard educated, Andy remains the only American journalist to write for the Mandarin
language Shanghai Security News, a daily paper that many consider China's Wall Street
Journal. He founded the leading edge Asia Business & Investing newsletter in 2003. Andy's
exploits have been chronicled in The Wall Street Journal, USA Today, The Business
Journals and Investor's Daily Edge. He was the first American to lead U.S. investors into
China's Hainan Province. With the Wall Street Revelator,, Andy is untethered from Asia.
He now focuses his well-honed research skills on scouring the corners of the earth for
medium-risk high-reward opportunities, most of which are easily accessed on U.S. markets.

 

P.S. Bottom line... blueberries are not just a super food, they are now super investment. And, now
that you can scour the Internet to find healthy blueberry recipes from celebrities health advocates

such as Gwyneth Paltrow demand for blueberries could crow even faster that the forecast of 500% in
the next four years.

This could put you in a perfect place, should you move on Patriot Berry Farms (PBFI) today. Why

miss out when you don't have to.

 

 

Call your broker and discuss how large a position of Patriot

Berry Farms (PBFI) you can comfortably own. Refer your broker
to this report. All the information you've read here is publicly available...
easy for your broker to verify. When your broker has done his
homework for you I predict he will agree that Patriot Berry Farms

(PBFI) is an opportunity that you must act on now. He will agree that its

low price means you should immediately purchase PBFI at the
market.

Or...

If you take care of your own account, go online now and verify
what I have shown you here today...When you are done... I am

confident that you will buy a block of Patriot Berry Farms PBFI and
you'll do it at a price that could allow you to multiply your money by as
much as 10X... and meet with amazing stock market success.

For More Information about PBFI, Watch the Video Below

javascript:popUp('http://patriotberry.com/video6.php')
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DO NOT BASE ANY INVESTMENT DECISION UPON ANY MATERIALS FOUND IN THIS REPORT. This publication is distributed free of

charge and does not provide an analysis of a company's financial position. The information contained herein has been prepared for

informational purposes only and is not intended to be used as a complete source of information on any particular company, including

Patriot Berry Farms, (PBFI. Patriot Berry Farms' financial position and all other information regarding Patriot Berry Farms should be

verified with the company. An individual should never invest in the securities of any company, including PBFI based solely on

information contained in this advertisement. Information about many publicly traded companies, including Patriot Berry Farms, and

other investor resources can be found at the Securities and Exchange Commission's website at www.sec.gov. Investing in securities is

speculative and carries risk. PBFI is a penny stock and subject to greater risk. It is recommended that any investment in any security

should be made only after consulting with your investment advisor and only after reviewing all publicly available information, including

the financial statements of the company. This mailing piece is not intended to be, nor should it be construed as, an offer to sell or a

solicitation of an offer to buy securities, nor should it be construed as the provision of any investment- related advice or services tailored

to any particular individual's financial situation or investment objective(s). The Wall Street Revelator is a bona fide publication of

general and regular circulation offering impersonalized investment-related research to readers and/or prospective readers and is not an

investment adviser either with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) or with any state securities regulatory authority. The

Wall Street Revelator is neither l icensed nor qualified to provide financial advice. As such, it relies upon the "publisher's exclusion" as

provided under Section 202(a)(11) of the Investment Advisers Act of 1940 and corresponding state securities laws. Investing in

companies like Patriot Berry Farms carries a high degree of risk. Do not invest in this company unless you can afford to possibly lose your

entire investment. Individuals should assume that all information contained herein about PBFI and other companies is not trustworthy

unless verified by their own independent research. The Wall Street Revelator and/ or its publishers, Andrew & Lynn Carpenter has

received a total amount of fifteen thousand dollars in cash compensation to assist in the writing of this Advertisement, as well as

potential future subscription and advertising revenues, the amount of which is not known at this time with respect to the publication of

this Advertisement and future publications. Andrew and Lynn Carpenter have never owned, and never will own, shares, options or

warrants in PBFI. Third Party Advertiser/Advertising Agency IMPORTANT NOTICE AND DISCLAIMER. PigeonRock Media has managed

up to a $175,000 USD advertising production budget as of June 1, 2013 in an effort to build industry and investor awareness. Any funds

leftover after expenses for research, overhead, advertising and public relations related to Patriot Berry Farms (ticker symbol PBFI) will be

considered profit. Entities related to PigeonRock Media hold a large amount of shares in PBFI and intend to sell those shares. Their

sales of PBFI common stock will affect the value of your shares (negatively). This should be considered a direct conflict of interest.

Please review all investment decisions with a l icensed investment advisor. This report is a commercial advertisement and is for general

information purposes only. PigeonRock Media are engaged in the business of marketing and advertising companies for monetary

compensation. Never invest in any stock featured on this site or emails unless you can afford to lose your entire investment. This project

currently does not contain any known proven or probable reserves under SEC reporting standards. The references in this advertisement to

reserves or future revenue are a reference only to potential in-place reserves or future revenue. Investors are cautioned not to assume

that these figures reflect economically and legally recoverable quantities of minerals or sales of products. Additionally, this

advertisement includes forward-looking statements and information within the meaning of Section 27A of the Securities Act of 1933 and

Section 21E of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, including statements regarding expected growth of the featured company. Any

statements that express or involve discussions with respect to predictions, expectation, beliefs, plans, projections, objectives, goods,

assumptions or future events or performance may be forward-looking statements. The forward-looking statements contained herein (which

include all statements other than historical information) are based on expectations, estimates and projections at the time the statements

are made that involve a significant number of risks and uncertainties that could cause actual results or events to differ materially from

those presently anticipated. To the fullest extent of the law, we will not be liable to any person or entity for the quality, accuracy,

completeness, reliabil ity, or timeliness of the information provided herein, or for any direct, indirect, consequential, incidental, special or

punitive damages that may arise out of the use of information we provide to any person or entity (including, but not l imited to, lost

profits, loss of opportunities, trading losses, and damages that may result from any inaccuracy or incompleteness of this information)
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